ABSTRACT Many researchers expect to see the efficiency of wireless local area networks (WLANs) increased by in-band simultaneous transmit and receive (STR). While insufficient suppression of selfinterference has been a major obstacle to implementing the STR capability, an even bigger obstacle is the fact that enabling STR involves significant modification to the current IEEE 802.11 medium access control (MAC) protocol. In this paper, we propose MASTaR, a novel MAC protocol that enables STR in 802.11 WLAN using standard-compliant methods. The feasibility and performance of MASTaR are extensively evaluated via 3-D ray-tracing-based simulation. The simulation results demonstrate that significant performance enhancement, e.g., up to 2.58× higher throughput than the current 802.11 MAC protocol, can be achieved by an STR-capable access point.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability of a node to successfully receive a signal while transmitting another signal is referred to as in-band simultaneous transmit and receive or in short STR. 1 STR is considered a promising technology to increase network capacity in wireless communication systems including IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network (WLAN), a.k.a. WiFi [2] . The main challenge, however, to realize STR has been selfinterference (SI). For successful reception during transmission in the same band, a node should be capable of reducing the SI to the noise floor level. This capability is known as self-interference cancellation (SIC). Without perfect SIC, the achievable capacity of STR is restricted to less than the fullduplex limit, which is double the half-duplex capacity. How SIC can be brought to real radios is studied in [3] - [9] .
STR transmission is classified as either symmetric mode or asymmetric mode, depending on the nodes engaged in the transmission. In the symmetric mode, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , two nodes transmit and receive signals to/from each other simultaneously. In the asymmetric mode, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , a node transmits and receives to/from different nodes. The node that initiates the first transmission-primary transmission-is called the primary transmitter (PTX) ; the corresponding receiver is called the primary receiver (PRX) . Similarly, the transmitter and receiver of the subsequent transmission-secondary transmission-are called the secondary transmitter (STX) and secondary receiver (SRX), respectively. In Fig. 1(b) , for instance, if station (STA) 1 transmits first and access point (AP) subsequently transmits to STA 2, {PTX, PRX, STX, SRX} are given by {STA 1, AP, AP, STA 2}, respectively.
In IEEE 802.11 WLAN, the asymmetric mode is more feasible because the STR capability cannot be easily implemented in mobile STAs, especially in small devices such as smartphones. AP devices, however, are more likely to be capable of STR thanks to their relatively larger size and higher performance in comparison to mobile devices. Thus, we will mainly focus on the asymmetric mode in this paper.
In the asymmetric mode, there are three possible scenarios: (i) Uplink (UL) First (where STA transmits first and its associated AP follows), (ii) Downlink (DL) First (where AP transmits first and its client STA follows), and (iii) Coincidence (where both start transmission at the same time). In the UL First case, AP starts new transmission while receiving a UL signal. This is challenging because the SI after analog SIC can saturate the AP's automatic gain control (AGC) [10] , [11] . A possible solution is to set the AGC conservatively in advance so that the SI power is within the dynamic range of the AP's analog-to-digital converter (ADC). This solution increases the quantization noise caused by ADC, thus requiring high-cost ADC with many bits for reliable quantization. Another challenge is that the AP has to estimate the SI channel after analog SIC to perform digital SIC. However, due to the presence of the ongoing UL signal, the SI channel estimation can be inaccurate. The same issue arises also in the Coincidence case. In the latter part of this paper, we quantitatively analyze this issue.
In the DL First case, AP starts receiving a new UL signal while transmitting. Likewise, the dynamic range of the AP's AGC should accommodate the SI before digital SIC, and hence, a high-performance ADC is required to suppress the quantization noise added to a newly receiving signal. In addition, in order to decode the UL signal after the digital SIC, the orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbol of the UL signal must align with the OFDM symbol of the DL signal within the cyclic prefix (CP) duration [7] , [8] . To make this possible, the AP must notify in advance when to start the UL transmission to the STA. Such notification causes protocol overhead.
In this paper, we analyze the SIC performance achievable with the 802.11 physical layer convergence protocol (PLCP) frame structure without any modification. By using 3D-ray tracing results and adopting the notion of dirty estimation and clean estimation as the estimation method for SI channel, we measure the physical (PHY) layer feasibility of STR in the 802.11 WLANs.
Along with the PHY layer issues, to bring STR to the current 802.11 WLAN, we need to address the following problems concerning medium access control (MAC) layer:
• With carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) based channel access, a node cannot, regardless of its SIC capability, start new transmission during reception since its channel status is indicated as BUSY.
• The current Acknowledgment (ACK) mechanism faces a new problem. Assuming that, STA 1, as in Fig. 1(b) , finishes its transmission successfully earlier than AP, the AP should transmit an ACK frame in short inter-frame space (SIFS) time according to the current standard.
However, the AP cannot start the ACK transmission because it is still transmitting data to STA 2. On the other hand, if the AP finishes its transmission first, STA 2 transmits an ACK frame, but the ACK frame may collide with the data frame transmitted by STA 1. In this case, the AP cannot receive one of the data and ACK frames, or both.
• If PTX (or STX) causes significant interference to SRX (or PRX), the secondary transmission fails due to low received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). This type of interference is called inter-node interference (INI) . Note that the existence of INI is a disadvantage of the asymmetric mode compared with the symmetric mode.
We thus propose a novel protocol for APs supporting STR in WLANs, named MASTaR (MAC protocol for Access point in Simultaneous Transmit and Receive mode). MASTaR solves the aforementioned MAC layer problems by enabling (i) access to busy channel after identifying PTX, (ii) dummy data frame and explicit block ACK (BA), and (iii) transmission scheduling based on link map. The three key components will solve each of the above-mentioned three problems. Moreover, designed based on the current IEEE 802.11 standard, MASTaR's main advantage is the standard-compliant operation of STAs, i.e., it only requires legacy devices of existing IEEE 802.11 functions and does not change the PLCP/MAC frame structures. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first standard-compliant STR MAC protocol in the 802.11 WLANs, supporting the asymmetric mode with legacy STAs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the 802.11 functions utilized in the proposed protocol in Section II. In Section III, we present the detailed operation of MASTaR. In Section IV, we look at the feasibility of MASTaR and Section V evaluates its performance. Section VI provides the related work and Section VII presents our conclusion.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We first introduce preliminary IEEE 802.11 functions and RF capability, which are utilized in the proposed protocol.
A. IEEE 802.11h TRANSMIT POWER CONTROL (TPC) IEEE 802.11h [2] is the amendment published in 2003 for spectrum and transmit power management extensions. Within the amendment, TPC, which was originally designed to satisfy maximum transmit power regulation, provides a procedure for a client STA to notify its link margin to the associated AP. As shown in Fig. 2 , an AP triggers the TPC procedure by sending a TPC request frame to its client STA. Upon receiving the TPC request, the STA sends a TPC report frame conveying the STA's link margin information. According to the standard, a STA's link margin is defined as the ratio of the received signal strength of the corresponding TPC request frame to the minimum desired signal strength by the STA. The specific algorithm for computing the link margin is implementation dependent. For example, link margin can be computed as follows. First, with the presence of an interference, the link margin can be redefined as the ratio of SINR during the reception of a TPC request frame to the desired SINR. Secondly, assuming STAs are aware of their radio frequency (RF) parameters (such as receiver sensitivities and noise floor), STA i can estimate the desired SINR using its RF parameters as
where SINR * i,m , RxSens i,m , and NF i are STA i's desired SINR for modulation and coding scheme (MCS) m, receiver sensitivity for MCS m, and noise floor, respectively. All the above values are on the dB scale. Then, STA i's link margin with the presence of the interference from STA j is calculated as
= S AP→i −10 log 10 (10
where S AP→i and I j→i are STA i's received signal power from the AP (in dBm) and the received interference power from STA j (in dBm), respectively.
B. EXPLICIT BLOCK ACK
In baseline IEEE 802.11 ACK policy, every single unicast frame should be individually acknowledged. IEEE 802.11e [2] , published in 2005, defines block ACK (BA) which acknowledges multiple frames at once. Depending on the ACK policy field in a MAC header, two different BA policies, i.e., implicit BA and explicit BA, can be applied. With the implicit BA policy, the transmitter sets a frame's ACK policy field to ''Normal ACK,'' and the receiver sends a BA immediately after the reception of the frame. With the explicit BA policy, on the other hand, the ACK policy field is set to ''Block ACK,'' and the receiver should wait for a BA request (BAR) before sending a BA as shown in Fig. 3 . In this way, the explicit BA policy makes it possible for the transmitter to control when the receiver should send a BA. It is worth mentioning that both IEEE 802.11h and IEEE 802.11e have been incorporated into the revised 802.11 standard published in 2007. Accordingly, the majority of the legacy devices should be compliant with the functionalities defined in IEEE 802.11h and 802.11e.
C. CAPTURE EFFECT
In wireless networks, if more than one frame is being transmitted on the same channel, a node can receive no frame or only the strongest frame depending on the relative signal power and the arrival timings of the colliding frames. Assuming that a frame with a greater signal power arrives at a node which is already receiving a frame as shown in Fig. 4(b) , the node should stop the current reception and synchronize with the stronger frame to decode at least one frame correctly. This behavior for the successful reception of the laterarriving frame is referred to as second frame capture. First frame capture, in contrast, refers to the phenomenon that the already-synchronized frame has a greater signal power than the later-arriving frame such that it is successfully decoded by the receiver enduring the interference from later-arriving frames as shown in Fig. 4(a) . It has been found that approximately 10 dB signal-tointerference ratio (SIR) is required for second frame capture [12] , and commercial WLAN devices generally have the second capture capability [13] . Therefore, a later-arriving frame can be decoded if its signal power is higher than that of the already-synchronized frame by at least 10 dB. In contrast, first frame capture does not have such criteria because a receiver may keep synchronizing with the alreadysynchronized frame unless a later-arriving frame has a signal power greater than 10 dB stronger. It should be noted that the actual decodability of both the already-synchronized frame and the later-arriving frame depends on the MCS of the frames.
III. MASTaR: PROPOSED MAC PROTOCOL
In this section, we propose a novel MAC protocol, namely MASTaR. We focus on the asymmetric mode with the UL First case. That is, an AP starts secondary transmission after identifying the transmitter of UL transmission. We assume that STR capability is implemented in APs, and STAs are the legacy devices supporting the preliminary functions. 2 It should be noted that MASTaR can also consider the STAs with STR capability, by prioritizing the symmetric mode transmission. 3 Based on the two existing functions in the 802.11 standards, i.e., TPC and explicit BA, MASTaR consists of the components described below.
A. PTX IDENTIFICATION
To initiate secondary transmission, the STX-an AP-should identify that the PTX is one of its client STAs. MASTaR defines two PTX identification methods, each for the primary transmission initiated with/without request-to-send (RTS). This is because the AP cannot force the legacy STAs to use or not to use RTS; each STA has RTS threshold and uses RTS only before transmitting data frames with lengths longer than its RTS threshold.
For UL data transmission without RTS, the AP peeks the MAC header of the frame on the primary transmission as shown in Fig. 5(a) . 4 In a strict sense, since bit errors can occur, the AP is not convinced of the PTX before checking cyclic redundancy check (CRC). However, the probability is quite low that the erroneous MAC address becomes the same as one of the client STAs' addresses. For this reason, the next IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard, i.e., IEEE 802.11ax, will also use the MAC header of a frame to determine from which basic service set (BSS) the frame is being transmitted [16] . If the source address in the primary transmission's MAC header does not agree with any of the AP's client STAs, 5 PTX identification fails; no secondary transmission is initiated, making it possible to prevent erroneous operations. If the source address corresponds to one of the AP's client STAs, the AP initiates secondary transmission. At this stage, the AP is also aware of the duration of the primary transmission by reading the LENGTH and RATE field in the PLCP header, and uses it for scheduling the secondary transmission.
On the other hand, if PTX sends RTS before its data transmission, the AP can clearly identify PTX before the primary transmission as shown in Fig. 5(b) . In this case, the AP schedules secondary transmission right after CTS so that its transmission precedes the UL transmission. This enables (i) clean SI channel estimation for the BA transmission at the AP, 6 and (ii) first frame capture of the BA frame for the primary transmission at the target receiver, i.e., PTX. In this case, the AP can discern the duration of the primary transmission from the DURATION field in the MAC header of the RTS frame.
B. INITIAL TRAINING
To choose the best SRX for a given PTX, an AP manages a link map. For each pair of STAs i and j, a link map is defined as
where I is the set of all client STAs and m max is the maximum MCS, e.g., 8 for IEEE 802.11ac with a single spatial stream.
To build a link map, the AP sends a TPC request frame after the PTX identification using reference MCS, i.e., m ref .
The required SINR of the reference MCS should be low so that more STAs can receive the TPC request frame. However, it need not be lower than the required SIR for second frame capture, which is about 10 dB. Initially, the TPC request frame is broadcast as shown in Fig. 5 (c), since L(PTX, i) is empty for ∀i. At a STA, if the signal power of the TPC request frame is sufficiently stronger than the signal power from PTX, the STA can receive the TPC request frame, calculate the SINR, and report it via a TPC report frame. If the AP receives the TPC report frame before the TPC report timeout, the AP estimates link margins for other MCSs and populates the link map.
C. LINK MAP MANAGEMENT
Since the signal power changes due to multi-path fading and STAs' mobility, a link map is adapted depending on the channel condition as follows. Let the time when the AP sends the latest TPC request to STA i during the reception from PTX j be τ 
STAs, and calculates
where S i and S j are the recently measured signal power from STAs i and j, respectively. Then the link map is updated as follows:
• If the AP senses primary transmission from STA j and the signal power satisfies S i,srx + S j,ptx ≥ thres , it unicasts a TPC request to STA i as shown in Fig. 5 
where thres is the update threshold on the dB scale and is set to 3 dB for the simulations.
• If the value is less than the update threshold, the AP updates
In the second case, only S i,srx is used for the link margin update because if S i changes by S i,srx , S AP→i also changes by S i,srx assuming channel reciprocity and no transmit power control at STA i. S j,ptx , on the other hand, cannot be utilized to estimate I j→i , since the channel between the AP and STA j and the channel between STA i and STA j are not always correlated.
D. SECONDARY TRANSMISSION
After populating the link map, the AP initiates secondary transmission based on the link map. Various scheduling and rate selection algorithms can be adopted for the secondary transmission depending on the purpose (e.g., maximizing throughput or achieving fairness.) In this work, we present a simple scheduling and rate selection algorithm for reliable secondary transmission while trying to achieve high throughput gain. Specifically, MASTaR schedules secondary transmission to a STA which is most robust to the interference from the current PTX. For a given PTX j, the AP searches the link map to find the SRX whose link margin with respect to the PTX is the greatest, i.e.,
Used for the secondary transmission is the highest order of MCS satisfying λ j i * ,m ≥ 0. The AP then aggregates multiple MAC protocol data units (MPDUs) destined to i * so that the aggregated MPDU (A-MPDU) can be transmitted within the remaining duration of the primary transmission.
Next, the AP pads a dummy data frame before the first subframe in the A-MPDU, and sends, as shown in Fig 5(e) , the A-MPDU with the padded dummy data. The dummy data frame contains random bit and out-of-order sequence number, so that the receiver drops the dummy data frame. Using the dummy data padding serves two purposes. First, it prevents UL transmission from a node that failed to sense the primary transmission, thus resolving the hidden terminal problem. Second, it makes the secondary transmission end SIFS after the end time of the primary transmission so that the BA from the AP to PTX (i.e., BA for the primary transmission) is transmitted SIFS earlier than the BA from SRX to the AP (i.e., BA for the secondary transmission). This also enables clean SI channel estimation and first frame capture of the BA transmission for the primary transmission.
Finally, if PTX can receive the AP's BA (or legacy ACK) with the simultaneous SRX's BA transmission after PTX's data transmission, i.e., λ i * j ≥ 0 for the BA (or legacy ACK) data rate, the AP sets ACK policy of the A-MPDU to ''Normal ACK'', so that, as shown in Fig. 5(e) , there is a partial overlapping of the acknowledgement transmissions responding to primary and secondary transmissions. If λ i * j < 0 for the BA (or legacy ACK) data rate, on the other hand, PTX may fail to decode the BA (or legacy ACK) from the AP due to the INI caused by the BA from SRX. To prevent the failure, the AP sets ACK policy of the A-MPDU to ''Block ACK'', indicating the explicit BA policy, to make the BAs be VOLUME 5, 2017 transmitted in a consecutive order as shown in Fig. 5(f) . If the BA from SRX fails despite the use of explicit BA, the AP reduces the link margin for the link by 3 dB to apply stricter criteria for the secondary transmission on the link.
It should be noted that, in MASTaR, STR happens when a STA wins the channel and starts UL transmission. If the AP wins the channel, on the other hand, STR is not possible. Therefore, if the AP uses a longer contention window (CW) than do the STAs, the probability that a STA wins the channel increases, thus potentially acquiring more STR opportunities. The effect of CW size of the AP is studied in Section V.
IV. FEASIBILITY STUDY
In this section, adopting the PHY layer perspective, we verify the feasibility of STR in WLAN. As mentioned in prior studies, the feasibility of STR is directly related to the performance of SIC [3] - [9] . Therefore, we introduce analog and digital SIC schemes which fit for WLAN, and evaluate the SIC performance in indoor environments.
A. ANALOG SIC AND CHANNEL MODELING
The primary purpose of analog SIC is to attenuate SI sufficiently and prevent the ADC from being saturated by SI. Researchers have developed several analog SIC designs including passive and active cancellation [4] - [8] . As a solution for isolation, we employ the dual-polarized antenna introduced in [7] and [8] . Since a dual-polarized antenna is a passive device, there is no power consumption or tuning process. Further cancellation can be achieved by active analog SIC using tunable circuits [5] .
To evaluate the performance of digital SIC, we should model an SI channel including the effect of analog SIC. Therefore, we generate an SI channel model with the dual-polarized antenna. We use Wireless System Engineering (WiSE)-a 3D ray-tracing tool developed by Bell Labs [18] -to obtain non-line of sight (NLOS) SI channel taps, which represent the SI components returning after being reflected off of the wall, floor, and ceiling. Specifically, we have modeled a four-story building as shown in Figs. 6(a) and (c), and deploy an AP in three different scenarios: (i) Lounge, (ii) Forked-corridor, and (iii) Office. It should be noted that in the Lounge scenario, there is no ceiling between the first and the second floors in the lounge area, and the AP is mounted on the ceiling of the second floor. In the Forked-corridor and Office scenarios, the APs are mounted on the ceiling of the third floor. The APs are modeled with the measured radiation pattern of the dual-polarized antenna as shown in Fig. 6(b) , and the center frequency is 5.2 GHz. Fig. 7(a) shows the resulting power delay profiles (PDPs) for the three scenarios. The first tap of each scenario with a delay of 1.33 ns is the reflection from a ceiling, and its channel gain is around −60 dB. Since the dual-polarized antenna provides 43 dB SIC in an indoor environment [7] , [8] , we add a zero-delay tap with a channel gain of −43 dB to each PDP; this zero-delay tap represents the direct path leakage between two polarizations. Also, since most active analog SIC techniques target line of sight (LOS) path or leakage [5] , active analog SIC can be modeled by attenuating the zero-delay tap, i.e., for analog SIC of 60 dB, the zerodelay tap has a channel gain of −60 dB instead of −43 dB. We take into account the channel mobility by applying Rayleigh fading model to each tap. Since the first two taps are the LOS component and the reflection from a ceiling, 7 respectively, the two taps are considered static.
B. DIGITAL SIC FOR WLAN
Since the digital SIC performance is strongly related to the accuracy of SI channel estimation, the first step of digital SIC is determining what signal to use as a reference signal. Recalling that backward compatibility is one of the most important features of WLAN, it is impossible to modify PLCP framework. Thus, unlike LTE-based STR systems introduced in [7] - [9] , the orthogonality of UL and DL reference signals cannot be guaranteed in WLAN systems. Also, employing a signal in the data part as the reference signal is not proper because the UL signal will behave as interference. As the reference signal for SI channel estimation, therefore, we employ the two-OFDM-symbol L-LTF signal as the reference signal for SI channel estimation. With the L-LTF signal, the SI channel is estimated by the per-subcarrier least square method.
To evaluate the SIC performance in WLAN systems, we have simulated a single-input single-output (SISO) OFDM 7 Since the AP is mounted on the ceiling, we assume no mobility between the AP and the ceiling. system with the parameters in 20 MHz WLAN systems as listed in Table 1 . Since the SI channel is estimated at PLCP preamble, which is the beginning part of a frame, the SIC performance will degrade at the latter part of the frame. As a worst case, therefore, we assume a frame length of 5.484 ms, i.e., the maximum frame length in the 802.11ac WLAN, and evaluate the average SIC performance over one frame. We consider the following two cases of SI channel estimation.
• Clean estimation: SI channel estimation without the presence of signals from other nodes, i.e., interference, sharing the medium.
• Dirty estimation: SI channel estimation with the presence of interferences. 8 Fig. 8 shows the cases of clean and dirty estimation. In clean estimation, the SI channel can be accurately estimated, 8 In [11] , dirty estimation is referred to as ''dirty training'' and its effect is analyzed assuming a single-tap SI channel and an arbitrary communication system with a varying number of training symbols. On the other hand, our study in this section is based on the SI channel obtained from 3D ray-tracing and focuses on the current IEEE 802.11 system. VOLUME 5, 2017 and hence high digital SIC performance can be achieved. In MASTaR, however, clean estimation is not always possible because, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , AP needs to start transmission while receiving a signal.
Therefore, we first check how the digital SIC performance degrades as time goes by after clean estimation. We assume the AP performs clean estimation at a certain time, and after t, it transmits a new frame using the previously estimated SI channel instead of performing new SI estimation. Fig. 7(b) shows the average digital SIC performance during frame transmission, which is sent t after clean estimation, with different values of Doppler spread (f D ). We consider t of less than 100 ms, because AP can perform clean estimation at least once in 100 ms thanks to its beacon transmission; AP transmits a beacon every 100 ms. We also consider f D of less than or equal to 6 Hz, since Doppler spread in indoor environments is experimentally found to be up to 6 Hz at 5.25 GHz [19] .
The solid lines in Fig. 7(b) show the results with analog SIC of 43 dB, i.e., with only passive SIC based on the dualpolarized antenna, and dashed lines show the results with analog SIC of 60 dB, i.e., with both passive and active SICs. It should be noted that there exists a trade-off relationship between the analog and digital SIC performances. When t = 0, the sums of the analog and digital SIC performances with the analog SIC performances of 43 dB and 60 dB are about 106 dB and 113 dB, respectively. If the transmit power is 20 dB, the power of residual SI, i.e., SI after SIC, is then given by −86 dBm and −93 dBm, which are comparable to the noise floor, i.e., −94 dBm in 20 MHz band with noise figure of 7 dB [20] . As t increases, the digital SIC performance degrades, and the slope becomes steeper with a higher Doppler spread. In a static environment, however, the performance degradation is not significant. This result also agrees with the experiment result in [3] , whose authors argued that the periodic estimation with a period of few hundred milliseconds provides good performance in static environments. 9 Fig. 7(c) shows the results with dirty estimation. In this case, no matter what interferences exist, the AP performs SI estimation with L-LTF of each frame as a reference signal. As shown in Fig. 7(c) , as the interference power increases, the digital SIC performance decreases. To identify PTX by reading MAC header in MASTaR, the UL signal power at AP should be greater than clear channel assess (CCA) threshold, which is −82 dBm in general. If the UL signal is encoded with high order MCSs, the signal power should be even greater for successful decoding. This UL signal acts as the interference during SI estimation, thus significantly damaging digital SIC. Compared with the result of clean estimation, this performance degradation of digital SIC caused by interference is much more significant. Therefore, we reuse the SI channel, 9 The coherence time of SI channel also depends on the tuning period of active SIC. Since we do not assume a specific active SIC design in this work, the effect of tuning period is not studied. However, existing active SIC designs, e.g., [3] , [5] , use a tuning period of greater than 100 ms. estimated without the presence of interferences, when there exists a detectable interference, i.e., the interference with a power greater than the CCA threshold.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of MASTaR depends on the viability of secondary transmission. Therefore, the level of the interference between PTX and SRX is crucial for a reliable performance evaluation. In this regard, we use the 3D ray-tracing tool again to calculate propagation loss in the three scenarios described in Section IV. Fig. 9 shows the result of the raytracing; the colored area represents the location in which a STA (with 0 dBi antenna gain) received a signal from the AP (located at the location marked with the star) greater than CCA threshold. In the colored area, the location with a greater signal power is colored more brightly than the location with a smaller signal power. It is shown that in the Lounge scenario ( Fig. 9(a) ), the signal propagates wider than other scenarios thanks to the spatial openness. In the Forkedcorridor scenario (Fig. 9(b) ), on the other hand, the building structure blocks signal propagation, thus spatially separating the shaded area. Meanwhile, the Office scenario ( Fig. 9(b) ) shows the most limited signal propagation because the AP is deployed in an enclosed room.
We implement the 3D ray-tracing result in ns-3 [21] , and deploy STAs at random positions satisfying the condition that the signal power from the STAs to the AP is greater than the CCA threshold. For further reliable simulation results, we elaborately implement STR and second frame capture capabilities in the simulator. We also reflect the results in Section IV to make the digital SIC performance fluctuate depending on t and interference power, for a given analog SIC performance which is 60 dB in the following simulation.
The common parameters in TGax simulation scenarios focusing on densely deployed WLANs [20] are applied. Also, we adopt Jakes' fading model, and use Minstrel rate adaptation algorithm to adapt 802.11ac data rates with a single spatial stream and 20 MHz bandwidth, i.e., MCS 0-8. 10 With a 50-50 chance, each STA's antenna is modeled by one of two omnidirectional antennas with antenna gains of −2 dBi and −8 dBi. The former antenna follows the parameter in [20] , and the latter one considers the hand-grip loss of mobile STAs as studied in [13] . The parameters not specified are summarized in Table 2 . We compare MASTaR with the following four protocols:
• HD: Current half duplex-based 802.11 MAC protocol.
• BusyTone: Transmitting busy tone during secondary transmission for hidden terminal resolution as proposed in [3] .
• RTS/FCTS [22] : Three-way handshake before primary transmission using RTS and FCTS frames.
• A-Duplex [23] : Using SIR information to initiate the secondary transmission after an RTS frame (θ = 1/3). Since the original A-Duplex does not consider A-MPDU for its scheduling method and uses a fixed data rate, its performance is too low in our simulation environment which includes both A-MPDU and rate adaptation. For a fair comparison, thus, we apply the same scheduling and rate selection algorithm to both MASTaR and A-Duplex. Also, because RTS/FCTS and A-Duplex are based on STAs' RTS transmission, they are compared only in the RTS scenario. A more detailed description of them is presented in Section VI. It should be noted that we thoroughly implement the comparison protocols and MASTaR in ns-3, and hence the overhead in each protocol is reflected in the simulation results. 10 MCS 9 is not defined for 802.11ac in the 20 MHz channel.
A. SIMULATION WITH UDP DATA TRAFFIC
We first generate UDP data traffic and measured throughput for 1 second by changing the following parameters: In the no-RTS case, as shown in Fig. 10(a) , the throughput of HD rapidly decreases as N increases due to the more collisions among UL frames. Since the rate adaptation algorithm works, accordingly, STAs are more likely to use a robust data rate, i.e., a low order MCS, thus longer occupying the medium during each transmission attempt. This affects DL transmission, which shares the medium with UL transmission, and results in very low DL throughput. Figs. 11(a) and (c) show how many UL and DL packets are transmitted with each MCS in the Lounge scenario with 10 STAs. The lower and upper bars represent the average numbers of packet successes and packet errors, respectively. It is shown that a considerable number of UL packet transmission fail due to collisions, 11 and much fewer packets are transmitted in DL.
BusyTone improves the throughput by resolving hidden terminals, but it does not prevent, as shown in Fig. 11(a) , all collisions caused by hidden terminals. This is because the AP cannot transmit a busy tone before identifying PTX. In addition, some UL transmissions to the AP using BusyTone fail owing to the residual SI, i.e., SI after SIC.
On the other hand, in spite of the residual SI, MASTaR achieves a much higher sum throughput thanks to the DL secondary transmission. Fig. 11(c) illustrates that many more DL packets are transmitted using MASTaR. MASTaR also improves UL throughput by preventing collisions as BusyTone. In the other results shown below, MASTaR achieves, for the same reason, much higher throughput than the other protocols.
Meanwhile, MASTaR's throughput gain increases as N increases for two reasons: First, more collisions occur with larger N ; the effect of hidden terminal resolution becomes significant. Second, better scheduling for secondary transmission is possible as the number of candidate SRXs increases. It should also be noted that MASTaR improves not only the sum throughput but also the fairness among the links. This is because MASTaR resolves the severe imbalance between UL and DL links, as described more specifically with the result depending on the DL traffic ratio (Fig. 12) .
2) EFFECT OF RTS (Fig. 10) Using RTS, the overall throughput increases and becomes less dependent on N since hidden terminals are resolved by CTS, as shown in Figs. 10(b) and 11(b) . Meanwhile, RTS/FCTS enhances DL throughput by simultaneous transmission after exchanging one RTS frame and two consecutive FCTS frames. Since RTS/FCTS does not consider the INI between PTX and SRX, however, secondary transmission fails frequently due to the strong INI as shown in Fig. 11(d) . Also, since the two ACK transmissions after the primary and secondary transmissions entirely overlap with each other, AP cannot estimate SI channel in a clean wireless medium. This makes much stronger SI remain uncancelled, thus causing ACK reception failures at the AP. Owing to the failures caused by both strong INI and residual SI, as well as the additional overhead of three-way handshaking for every UL transmission, RTS/FCTS achieves marginal performance gain over HD.
In A-Duplex, STAs report the SIR information of the previous transmission to the AP using a modified RTS frame, and the AP uses the SIR information to arrange the secondary transmission considering INI. Also, two ACK frames are always transmitted consecutively, and hence A-Duplex shows better throughput than RTS/FCTS. However, since each STA can report only the SIR measured during the previous transmission at its UL transmission opportunity, it takes long to collect the SIR information of the possible pairs of PTX and SRX. This leads to less optimal scheduling, thus making the performance of A-Duplex lower than MASTaR's.
The reasons why the throughput gain of MASTaR is higher in the no-RTS case than in the RTS case are twofold: First, the considerable gain of MASTaR in the no-RTS case comes from resolving the hidden terminal problem, which can be prevented in advance by using RTS and CTS in the RTS case. Second, due to the overhead of RTS and CTS, the channel occupancy time of UL data transmission decreases, and thus fewer secondary transmissions are carried out. (Fig. 10) When comparing Figs. 10(a) , (c), and (e), or comparing Figs. 10(b), (d) , and (f), we can see that the throughput gains of the STR protocols depend on the scenario, i.e., Lounge, Forked corridor, or Office scenarios. The Lounge and Forked-corridor scenarios show a similar trend; the throughput gain of MASTaR increases rapidly as N increases and MASTaR achieves approximately double the throughput than HD when N = 10.
3) RESULTS IN DIFFERENT SCENARIOS
In the Office scenario, on the other hand, the throughput gain less depends on N , because fewer hidden terminals exist in this scenario; the STAs are distributed in a relatively small area around the APs' location. The dense deployment of STAs also aggravates INI, and hence, lower MCSs are used for secondary transmissions and fewer secondary transmissions occur. It should be noted that, however, the cubicles and office equipment, which are not modeled in the 3D raytracing, can reduce INI, while they have little influence on the signal propagation between STAs and the AP mounted on the ceiling. Thus, higher throughput gain is expected in a real office environment with office equipment and APs on the ceiling.
This result shows that the performance enhancement achieved by an STR-capable AP is expected to be more significant in the environments where the AP serves many STAs distributed in a wide area. In the following simulations, VOLUME 5, 2017 we present the graphs only for the Lounge scenario, which show the intermediate throughput gain. (Fig. 12 ) Fig. 12 shows each protocol's performance depending on the DL traffic ratio. In this case, the source rate is 10 Mb/s per STA, and the number of STAs is ten. Therefore, the total source rate is fixed at 100 Mb/s and each link's source rate is given by the product of the traffic ratio and the total source rate, e.g., 20 Mb/s and 80 Mb/s for DL and UL, respectively when DL traffic ratio is 20%.
4) RESULTS DEPENDING ON THE DL TRAFFIC RATIO
For HD and BusyTone, as shown in both Figs. 12(a) and (b), the ratio of the achieved DL throughput to the total throughput is much smaller than the ratio of DL source rate to the total source rate, except for when the DL traffic ratio is 20%. This starvation in DL is because the AP cannot win the channel as often as it needs to when multiple STAs with UL traffic coexist. On the other hand, MASTaRdelivers more DL traffic successfully thanks to the secondary transmission during the UL channel access. The portion of MASTaR's DL throughput, therefore, increases proportionally with the given DL traffic ratio. It is also worth mentioning that the throughput gain of MASTaRover HD stands out when DL traffic ratio is equal to or greater than 50%, that is, when DL traffic is more congested than UL traffic. (Fig. 13) The effect of f D on each protocol's performance is shown in Fig. 13 . High f D is harmful to MASTaR in two aspects. First, digital SIC performance becomes poor due to the short coherence time of the SI channel. Second, many TPC request transmissions for updating link map are required due to the short coherence time of the channel between nodes. Thus, it is shown in Fig. 13 that the throughput gain of MASTaR decreases as f D increases. However, with f D = 6 Hz, corresponding to high mobility in indoor environments, MASTaR still achieves significant throughput gain compared with other protocols. the numbers in the x-axis, i.e., 15, 31, 63, 127, represent CWmin AP . With a greater CWmin AP , the probability that the AP wins the channel becomes even lower, and the lower probability results in severer DL starvation in HD. In MASTaR, on the other hand, the AP can deliver DL traffic via secondary transmission simultaneously with UL transmission. Thus, the total throughput further increases and no DL starvation happens with a greater CWmin AP . When the channel is heavily occupied by STAs, therefore, AP can adjust its CW size depending on the viability of secondary transmission. For example, if heavy UL traffic exists and the average link margin in the link map is high, then larger CW size can be used. Fig. 15 In the previous simulations, we assume that analog SIC performance is fixed to 60 dB and digital SIC performance changes depending on t and interference power. In Fig. 15 , we make the performance of digital SIC also fixed to certain values, i.e., 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 dB. Then the total SIC performance (SIC) corresponds to 80, 90, 100, 110, 120 dB, respectively.
5) RESULTS DEPENDING ON DOPPLER SPREAD

7) RESULTS WITH FIXED SIC PERFORMANCE
With low SIC, primary UL transmission fails due to the strong residual SI. When SIC = 80 dB, for instance, the residual SI power is about −60 dBm, which is comparable to the received power of the intended signals. The failures cause retransmissions and make the rate adaptation algorithm choose more robust MCSs for UL transmission. Therefore, the UL throughput of BusyTone and MASTaR is worse than that of HD if SIC is low. As SIC performance increases, the UL throughput of the STR protocols increases, and becomes greater than the UL throughput of HD if SIC ≥ 100 dB. Meanwhile, the DL throughput of MASTaR depends less on the SIC performance. The results demonstrate that if an SIC of approximately 100 dB or higher is possible, significant performance enhancement for both UL and DL is possible in WLANs with MASTaR.
B. SIMULATION WITH VOICE AND DATA TRAFFIC
Next, we randomly distribute 20 STAs in each scenario, and give UDP traffic with a source rate of 1 Mb/s to all STAs. We also generate voice traffic using G.711 codec without silence compression, and change the number of the voice over internet protocol (VoIP) clients. The G.711 codec generates constant bit rate (CBR) traffic with 208-byte payload and inter-packet interval of 20 ms. Frame aggregation is not used for voice packet transmission, and RTS is also not utilized for voice packet because of the small packet size. As a performance metric of VoIP, we measure R-score [25] . For a given number of VoIP clients, we create 100 random topologies, and the number of VoIP clients ranges one to five. Accordingly, 500 random topologies are created in total. Fig. 16(a) shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of voice clients' R-score in the 500 topologies in Lounge scenario, where a STA's R-score is given by the minimum of R-scores for DL and UL. It is shown that MASTaR significantly enhances R-score by the reasons explained in the previous subsection, i.e., by resolving hidden terminals and DL starvation. Fig. 16(b) , which shows the throughput for data traffic depending on the number of VoIP clients, demonstrates that the performance enhancement for voice traffic is achieved without sacrifice of data traffic since the throughput is also improved with MASTaR.
VI. RELATED WORK
In recent years, many studies have developed new MAC protocols to support STR in WLANs [26] . In this section, we review the protocols in the literature while focusing on i) whether channel access is conducted in a distributed manner or a centralized manner, ii) whether the asymmetric mode is supported, and iii) whether INI is considered. The protocols designed for infrastructure networks are mainly considered, since the target environment in this paper is infrastructurebased WLAN.
A. PROTOCOL BASED ON CENTRALIZED CHANNEL ACCESS
Proposed in [27] is Janus, a MAC protocol scheduling both UL and DL transmissions based on a conflict map, which describes the amount of interference a node experiences when another node transmits. At each round, initiated by a probe packet from an AP, the AP and its associated STAs exchange a set of information in a predefined order and, using the information, the AP coordinates both UL and DL transmissions. Janus, however, requires significant modifications to the current behavior of WLANs, which operate in a distributed manner.
B. DISTRIBUTED PROTOCOLS FOR SYMMETRIC MODE
Distributed approaches focusing on symmetric modes are proposed in [6] and [28] . The proposed protocols in [6] enable STR in WLAN based on collision avoidance by utilizing RTS/CTS. The authors also addressed the fairness issue between the nodes involved in STR transmission, i.e., FD nodes, and the nodes overhearing the transmission, i.e., overhearing nodes. The overhearing nodes may not decode the overlapping transmitted frames, thus waiting for extended inter-frame space (EIFS) after the STR transmission. Since EIFS is considerably longer than DCF interframe space (DIFS), which is used after successful reception, VOLUME 5, 2017 the FD nodes would have a higher opportunity to win the channel again. To solve the unfairness problem, the authors make the FD nodes wait for EIFS instead of DIFS even after a successful transmission.
FuMAC [28] initiates bi-directional transmission by checking the destination field of primary transmission. If no responding transmission is observed, the PTX infers that a collision has occurred at PRX, and thus aborts the primary transmission. The authors also modified the packet preamble to convey a pseudo noise (PN) sequence as a transmitter identifier, and use the sequence for the transmitter-side collision detection.
C. DISTRIBUTED PROTOCOLS FOR BOTH MODES
Proposed in [10] , [22] , [23] , and [29] - [31] are MAC protocols that consider the asymmetric modes. In [10] , a synchronized channel access based on shared random backoff is proposed on top of the current CSMA/CA based channel access. The authors added a new header carrying a set of information. By using the information, two nodes can share the same back-off counter and start transmission simultaneously.
The proposed protocol in [29] arranges symmetric and asymmetric modes by exchanging full duplex acknowledgments (FDAs) in the middle of a packet. After receiving the PLCP header and MAC header of a data frame, the target receiver notifies the transmitter of the feasibility of the transmission by sending FDA. The transmitter then decides whether to keep or stop the transmission. Goyal et al. [29] do not, however, consider the feasibility of ACK transmission, which follows a successful delivery of the data transmission. Therefore, the simultaneous ACK transmissions are not protected. RCTC [30] enables STR by transmitting two PN signatures, which carry the identifiers of PTX and PRX, respectively, before data transmission. The target receiver of the data transmission answers with another signature as in [29] . It also utilizes the previous frame success/failure history and initiates the secondary transmission of the asymmetric mode in a probabilistic manner.
In [22] , three-way handshaking using a modified CTS, namely full-duplex CTS (FCTS), is proposed. Data transmission is preceded by the RTS transmission and two consecutive FCTS transmission, where the FCTS frame includes the addresses of PTX, PRX, STX, and SRX along with the duration of both primary and secondary transmissions. STX, i.e., PRX, determines SRX to be the destination of the head packet in its queue, and thus INI is not considered. Energy-FDM [31] evolves the proposed scheme in [22] to use reduced data transmit power for energy-efficient full duplex communication. A-Duplex [23] considers INI; STAs measure i) interference power using RTS frames from other STAs and ii) signal power using CTS frames from an AP, and report the difference of the powers, that is, SIR, via a modified RTS frame. Then, the AP uses the SIR information to choose an appropriate SRX. In PoCMAC [24] , an AP selects among two or more candidate receivers one with smaller INI based on the proposed received-signal-strength-based contention mechanism. It also controls the transmit power of both uplink and downlink transmitters using the information in a new CTS frame and a new MAC header. All protocols in [22] , [31] , [23] , and [24] mandate the use of the modified CTS or RTS, thus requiring the change of the current standard. While all existing STR MAC protocols require new behaviors of STA devices, MASTaR utilizes the existing functions in the standard, 12 Table 3 
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have introduced MASTaR, a novel MAC protocol for STR in IEEE 802.11 WLAN. Since MASTaR was designed based on the existing functions of the current standards, it is standard-compliant in terms of STA's operation. The feasibility of MASTaR from the PHY layer perspective has been extensively evaluated using a 3D ray-tracing based simulator and the measurement data from a real-time fullduplex radio prototype. Also, the evaluation results based on 3D ray-tracing and ns-3 simulation confirmed that the proposed protocol was able to achieve up to 2.58× higher throughput than the current 802.11 MAC protocol. The results underscored the notion that a noteworthy performance enhancement will be achieved in WLAN with STR-capable APs. 12 According to the protocol implementation conformance statement (PICS) of [2] , IEEE 802.11h TPC is optional, while IEEE 802.11e BA is mandatory for the 802.11n devices.
